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TOO MANY HATS, NOT ENOUGH HEADS
Automated Log Search and Analysis is Your Next Employee
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Situation Overload

Every IT person knows the drill: your day is filled with 

more balancing and juggling than a Cirque du Soleil® 

production. Your best-laid plans to be proactive 

and prevent problems by doing things like updating 

neglected servers with the latest security patches or 

rewriting an old monitoring script go right out the 

window once the phone starts ringing. 

The reality for administrators in small IT environments 

is that there are too many tasks and too few hours in 

the day. This is particularly true for those in smaller 

IT shops, where it’s only a three-person department 

serving an entire small business or a small team 

dedicated to a business unit within a larger enterprise. 

You’ve got a lot of headaches but we feel your pain and 

have a solution for you. Read on. 

Reality #1: You Wear a Lot of Hats

When it comes to running your IT infrastructure, the job 

consists of “just” three tasks—managing, monitoring 

and troubleshooting—but that’s like saying a NASCAR® 

racer’s job is to “just” drive around in circles. It’s easier 

said than done, particularly when one mistake means 

you crash and burn.

Sure, it looks like only three tasks, but those three 

tasks require a view of system health across each 

function, application and business process. Your to-

do list includes IT security, network management, user 

administration, Web site or online store operations, 

email administration, cloud systems deployment, and 

management and application development. 

If that weren’t enough, many of these IT systems 

require three different deployment environments—

development, staging and production—each of which 

also requires care, feeding and monitoring while 

creating even more potential points of failure.

So how do you monitor system health across all of 

these systems? Sadly, the most basic approach—

independently watching each system—is often the most 

common. Sad, because it’s a manual, time-consuming 

and completely non-scalable process. Monitoring five 

systems takes five times as long as monitoring one. 

There are no efficiencies. 

The reality for administrators in 
small IT environments is that there 
are too many tasks and too few 
hours in the day.

The independent manual approach also fails at 

pinpointing the root cause of problems since they are 

often spread across systems and infrastructure. The 

e-commerce system might be slow because a backend 

database server is running out of memory or a network 

switch port is going bad and causing a lot of packet 

retransmissions. 

If you were in a large IT department, you’d just have 

one of your dedicated systems specialists handle the 

work. The reality is you’re not, which leads us to the 

next problem. 

 

Reality #2: You Don’t Have Enough Heads 

In your small IT department, where team meetings are 

more likely to occur around the coffeemaker than in 

a conference room, the responsibility for the entire 

IT environment—servers, network equipment and 

applications—is everyone’s (all three of you). You are 

generalists by necessity, not by design. 

When all facets of IT are run by a small team of 

generalists, each person backs up everyone else, so even 

if you’re not the point person for Microsoft® Exchange 

and SharePoint® servers, you have to know enough to 

take over in an emergency. In your small department, 

dedicated networking, security or monitoring teams are 

a luxury you can’t afford. This means that while everyone 

wears several hats, you know you don’t have nearly 

enough heads to put them on.

So what do you do? Why not just get more heads?  

Reality #3: Your Pockets Aren’t That Deep Either

Although the economy and company revenues have 

supposedly improved since the dark days of the 

financial crash, you’re not seeing much trickle down to 

IT where budgets are flat or even tighter.
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According to the Spiceworks 2016 State of IT report, 

over 60 percent of all respondents say IT budgets will 

be flat to declining in 2016.

There’s no money for additional help with a flat budget 

so it’s no surprise that most IT pros don’t expect to do 

any hiring. Indeed, Spiceworks found that only about 

one third of all companies plan IT staff increases (see 

Figure 1). So you still have to wear the same number of 

hats, but looking at those budget numbers you aren’t 

getting any more heads. 

Flat IT budgets also can’t account for increasingly 

complex and aggressive security threats. Every IT 

person knows that cyberattacks are on the rise, but 

with barely growing budgets, you’ll have to be more 

creative about thwarting them. In fact, Spiceworks also 

found that a majority of IT pros say their companies 

don’t invest enough in security.

Given small IT department realities, 
automation is the only way out.

 

The Solution: You Need Automation for Your 
Machine Data

The first step on the road to improvement is 

acknowledging the problem—and that boils down to a 

pretty simple question: how do I get my hands wrapped 

around all of these systems at a price that costs me 

less than another head? Answer that, without spending 

a lot of money (because if you had it you’d have more 

employees), and you’re on the way to reclaiming your 

nights and weekends. The good news is there is an 

answer—it’s automation that handles the monitoring 

details so you can focus on the big picture (and 

occasionally your friends and family).

In IT, you find yourself with many systems and applications 

producing log files that you need to individually sift 

through to get to the good stuff without having to hire 

extra hands. You basically need a solution that will 

automatically collect and collate your data, effectively 

separating the useful information from the useless data. 

Such a system will allow you to solve problems like these:

• Identify compromised credentials, such as a user 

simultaneously logging into multiple systems from 

different IP addresses.

• Flag suspicious or unusual connections to backend 

e-commerce systems and databases.

• Find Web server performance issues like lags in 

loading images for ads or 404 page not found errors 

when users look up information from a database.

• Understand strange usage patterns on Web servers, 

such as a spike in searches that might be caused 

by something simple like customers searching for a 

marketing promotion. (Quick fix: Couldn’t we solve 

this by moving the promo up to the home page?)

• Understand network performance problems, which 

are sometimes puzzles of amazing complexity and 

where the cause could be anything from a simple RJ-

45 connector going bad to a complex routing loop.

• Finding the root cause of slow application 

performance is another tricky task since apps often 

touch four or five other systems. For example, a 

user might complain of slow response running a 

multi-tier app where the cause is an Active Directory 

password expiration on a database account causing 

an authentication failure when doing a database 

query. How are you going to find that without an 

aggregated, time-synchronized view of all the 

various system logs?

Figure 1: Planned spending on 
IT hardware, software, and services

Figure 1: Overall expected change in IT staff for 2016

Figure 2: Security perceptions
(Percentage of those who selected agree or strongly agree)

Increase       No change       Decrease       Don’t know

34% 59% 4% 3%

2016             2015

48% 51%

59% 62%

74%

$293,094 $291,062

Our data/IT assets
aren’t adequately

protected

IT security isn’t
a top priority for

us in 2016

We don’t
adequately invest in

IT security

We don’t
conduct regular
security audits

Newsworthy breaches
haven’t led us to change

IT security practices

Source: Spiceworks 2016 State of IT report
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No Assembly Required

When you buy a solution, you want a solution. You 

don’t want a bucket of parts that require assembly and 

in which batteries are not included. If you had someone 

to assemble everything, you probably would have had 

that extra head to address the problem in the first 

place. So when considering a log search and analysis 

solution, make sure it comes preassembled with all the 

key components that give you a way to:

• Gather all of your data

• Quickly search that data for all the key information

• Be notified proactively when a problem arises during 

continuous monitoring of your data

• Scale the skills you have and not have to acquire 

new ones

Log Search and Analysis Benefits Your Company 
and Bootstraps Your Career

Log search and analysis software not only helps your 

organization and helps you do your job better, but also 

broadens your professional expertise. Use of the software 

exposes you to valuable skills like big data analysis and 

helps you learn to develop new ways to solve problems 

in IT Ops, e-commerce system administration and even 

DevOps. As an IT infrastructure manager, building, 

monitoring and optimizing dashboards and alerts of 

telemetry across all IT systems turns you from system 

admin into big data analyst. And that’s expertise that will 

look great on any IT pro’s resume.

“Hire” a Log Search and Analysis System 

It’s true that one person’s problem is another’s 

opportunity. The problem of too many tasks, with too 

few people and too little budget is commonplace but 

Laguna College of Art and Design (LCAD) is 

a private four-year college of art and design. 

Its small IT team has only two employees who 

handle all the infrastructure support on campus, 

including the lab computers, staff computers, 

equipment checkout and printing services. 

LCAD needed to monitor its distributed infra-

structure to gain full visibility into its network and 

servers to decrease costs, improve efficiency and 

meet federal funding requirements. The College 

chose Splunk® Light to automate workloads and 

support the small IT team. 

By automating log search and analysis,  
LCAD has: 

• Achieved headcount savings equivalent to 

hiring a full-time employee (FTE)

• Reduced log checking times by 75 percent

• Reduced bandwidth costs by 20 percent

Like LCAD, you can get away from tedious and 

time consuming manual monitoring and log 

searching by implementing an automated log 

search and analysis solution.

AUTOMATING LOG SEARCH IN PRACTICE: 
LAGUNA COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN

surmountable. All you need is the right log search and 

analysis solution, a little training and the initiative to 

do things in new, more efficient ways. Stop wearing so 

many hats and add a pair of inexpensive automated 

hands. You’ll thank yourself every weekend.

Learn more at www.splunk.com/splunklight.
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